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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a framework for (signal) interconnect power
optimization at the global routing stage. In a typical design flow,
the primary objective of global routing is minimization of wire-
length and via consumption. Our framework takes a global routing
solution that is optimized for this objective, and quickly generates a
new solution that is optimized for signal power, with only a small,
controlled degradation in wirelength. Our model of signal power
includes layer-dependent fringe and area capacitances of the routes,
and their spacing. Our framework is fast compared to the existing
global routing procedures, thereby not causing much overhead and
fitting well in the design flow to optimize signal power after wire-
length minimization. The framework is based on Pareto-algebraic
operations and generates multiple global routing solutions to pro-
vide a tradeoff between power and wirelength, thereby allowing the
user to optimize power with a controlled degradation in wirelength.
The generated solution remains free of overflow in routing resource
usage. We experiment with large benchmarks from the ISPD 2008
suite and a 45nm technology model. We show on average 19.9%
power saving with at most 3% wirelength degradation using the
existing wirelength optimized solutions from the open literature.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7.2 [Integrated Circuits]: Design Aids

General Terms
Algorithms, Design
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Global Routing, Dynamic Power, Pareto Algebra

1. INTRODUCTION
Continuous technology scaling has resulted in the interconnects

to highly impact a multitude of aspects such as timing, power and
manufacturability of a design. Consequently, global routing (GR),
the initial stage where the interconnects are planned, has increas-
ingly gained importance. In a typical design flow, GR is initially
conducted for the primary objective of minimizing wirelength and
via usage. Optimizing for other objectives can follow in subsequent
calls of GR based on this initially-generated solution.
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Figure 1: Relationship of our GR framework with traditional

wirelength-optimized procedures.

Power of signal interconnects (which excludes other types of
interconnects such as power-delivery and clocking networks) can
have a significant contribution to the total power consumption; e.g.,
about 20% of the total power in microprocessors is signal power
[6]. To model the signal power accurately, area and fringe capac-
itances for each wire segment should be considered depending on
its width and metal layer. Furthermore, the spacing between the
wires can determine their coupling capacitance which is an impor-
tant contributor to the power and highly deteriorates with technol-
ogy scaling. The above factors (i.e. metal layer and wire width) are
determined during the GR stage. Moreover, wire spacing can also
be approximated at this stage. Therefore, opportunities lie in signal
power optimization at this stage.

With the release of industrial benchmarks in the ISPD contest
[1], many new GR procedures were developed [4, 8, 3, 11, 10] to
handle realistic and large-sized instances. The focus of the new pro-
cedures was to address the primary objective of minimizing wire-
length and via usage, preferably without generating any overflow
of routing resources. No recent work has focused on power opti-
mization during GR on these larger instances with power models to
include wire width, layer, and spacing.

In this work, we first propose a signal power model at the GR
stage which estimates cross-coupling capacitance based on the rout-
ing grid edge utilization. We then propose a fast GR procedure
to optimize the signal power with a controlled level of wirelength
degradation while handling large-sized instances. As shown in
Fig. 1, our framework can receive a wirelength-optimized routing
solution (from any wirelength-centric procedures such as [4, 8, 3,
11, 10]) and further optimize it for power. In a more general sense,
it can receive multiple routing solutions which are for example gen-
erated by running different wirelength-centric tools in parallel, or
by simultaneously running the same tool in different modes.

Our framework then saves signal power by solely rerouting the
nets based on their initial routes while ensuring the feasibility of
the initial routing solutions (in terms of no overflow generation)
remains intact. For power saving opportunities, routes in highly
congested areas can be detoured through less-congested ones to al-
low more wire spacing and hence lower coupling capacitance. As
another example, routes can be detoured from higher metal layers
to the lower ones to decrease their area and fringe capacitances.
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Figure 2: The construction of grid graph for GR and modeling different interconnect capacitance components.

Our framework is based on an extension of the Pareto-algebraic
heuristic of [9] to solve the multi-dimensional multiple-choice knap-
sack problem. It takes one or more candidate routes for each net
as a set of its initial configurations. It can also dynamically gen-
erate additional routes for each net at the time it is processed. The
procedure visits the nets sequentially and combines their configura-
tions. It only keeps the feasible configurations which do not cause
overflow and can also provide a tradeoff between wirelength and
power. The tradeoff allows the user to specify a tolerable threshold
of wirelength degradation as a constraint for power optimization.
In the end, one configuration for each net is selected. The Pareto-
algebraic nature of our heuristic makes its execution runtime fast.
More specifically, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We represent a candidate route of a net as a configuration in
multiple dimensions with information about its wirelength,
via count, power, and routing grid usage. Our procedure han-
dles two classes of configurations: those which are provided
a-priori, and those which are generated on the fly.

• We introduce a congestion-based ordering for processing the
nets for evaluating their configurations within the framework.
The ordering allows more effective combination of the con-
figurations for faster runtime and better solution quality.

• We propose a procedure for dynamic generation of power-
optimized candidate routes as the configurations of a net,
from its static wirelength-centric configurations. This gener-
ation is based on the status of the combined configurations,
and a dynamically-updated measure of routing congestion.

• To handle large problem sizes for runtime and memory us-
age, our procedure offers a reduction technique to identify
and store selected Pareto-optimal configurations up to a max-
imum number of configurations. This allows us to bound
both the execution time and memory requirements of the
computations beforehand.

In our simulations, we experiment with ISPD 2008 benchmarks and
a 45nm technology library model. We consider two cases of con-
figurations generation based on the solutions of three state of the
art academic GRs, and based on our dynamic configuration gener-
ation. Overall we show an average of 19.9% signal power saving
with only 2.7% degradation in wirelength, without any overflow.

2. POWER MODELING FOR GR
The GR problem can be conceptualized on a grid-graph G =

(V, E) of global bins, each containing some cells, as depicted in
Fig. 2. The boundary between two adjacent global bins in V is
modeled as an edge e ∈ E . With each edge e, a capacity ce is
associated, reflecting the maximum available routing resource be-
tween two adjacent bins. A set of (multi-terminal) nets N is also
provided as input. Each net ni is defined by a set of vertices in
V , corresponding to a set of cells in the global bins as its termi-
nals. The goal of the GR problem is to find a Steiner tree ti in G

connecting the terminals of net ni, ∀i ∈ N .

The primary objective of GR is minimizing wirelength. The
wirelength is determined by counting the number of edges on the
Steiner trees of all the nets N . The actual length of each edge can
be computed from the chip dimension and the granularity of the
routing grid. Another important metric in GR is overflow which
is defined as the total amount by which routed demand exceeds the
edge capacities. It is desirable to also have a zero overflow solution.

In this work, we adopt the framework of Fig. 1 to also optimize
signal power, assuming an initial wirelength-centric GR solution is
provided. The total signal interconnect power denoted by P can be
expressed as summation of dynamic powers of individual nets:

P = V
2

DD × fclk ×

|N|
∑

i=1

αi(C
sink
i + C

wire
i ) (1)

where VDD is the supply voltage, fclk is the frequency, and αi

is the switching activity of net i. The capacitance of a routed net
i is the summation of the capacitances of its sink cells (denoted
by Csink

i ), and of its wire (denoted by Cwire
i ). The Cwire

i is ex-
pressed as the summation of all its unit wire segment capacitances
and given by the equation below:

C
wire
i =

∑

∀j,ej∈ti

C
unit
j (2)

where Cunit
j is the capacitance corresponding to edge ej which

is contained in tree ti. For a wire segment corresponding to edge
ej , we assume a width w and metal layer l. In the general case,
the wire can be in the middle of two other neighboring segments
running in parallel with spacing s, all of which are mapped to edge
ej , as shown in Fig. 2. The capacitance corresponding to this wire
segment is denoted by Cunit

j and is given by the equation below:

C
unit
j = Caj(l, w) + 2Cfj(l, w, s) + 2Ccj(l, w, s) (3)

where Caj and Cfj are the area and fringe capacitances with re-
spect to substrate, and Ccj is the cross-coupling capacitance be-
tween the wire segment and its parallel-running wires. Figure 2
illustrates these three types of capacitances.

The area, fringe and coupling capacitances are a function of
given metal layer l and wire width w. In addition, the fringe and
coupling capacitance also depend on spacing s. For a given tech-
nology library, metal layer, wire width and spacing, the correspond-
ing unit-length capacitance is typically provided as a lookup table.

For example, for the 45nm technology model used in this work
[2], we observed that with decrease in spacing, Cc significantly
increases while Cf slightly decreases. Also, with increase in wire
width, Ca drastically increases. The wire width is determined from
the metal layer and a higher metal layer requires a higher wire
width. The spacing depends on the routing congestion.

For a given congestion determined from a GR solution, we de-
termine the spacing for each edge e based on its utilization and
the edge dimension which is determined from the chip dimension
and the routing grid granularity. More specifically, if edge e is uti-
lized to its capacity ce, it means ce wire segments of different nets
pass edge e (see Fig. 2). We determine spacing s on edge e such
that the maximum distance between its assigned wires are obtained.



This strategy minimizes the fringe and cross-coupling capacitance
which makes sense if no spacing constraints are provided. On the
other hand, if additional spacing constraints are provided, they can
be incorporated for a more accurate estimate of wire spacing per
grid edge. As part of the contributions of this work, we show
how spacing can be approximated based on a dynamically-updated
model of routing congestion, during global routing.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We assume a set of candidate Steiner trees for each net is avail-

able. These candidate trees may be provided a-priori based on a
set of wirelength-optimized trees obtained from a flow as given in
Fig. 1. In addition, the candidate trees can also be generated on the
fly within our procedure when a net is getting processed. (Details
on generating candidate route are discussed in Section 5.2.)

Let us denote by T (ni) the set of candidate trees for connecting
the terminals in net ni. Let ate = 1 if tree t contains edge e ∈ E in
the grid-graph, ate = 0 otherwise. Define the binary variable xit

that is equal to 1 if and only if tree t ∈ T (ni) is selected for net ni.
The power-centric global routing problem is expressed as:

min
x

|N|
∑

i=1

∑

t∈T (ni)

pitxit (PGR)















∑

t∈T (Ti)
xit = 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , |N |

∑|N|
i=1

∑

t∈T (ni)
atexit ≤ ce ∀e ∈ E

∑|N|
i=1

∑

t∈T (ni)
wlitxit ≤ WLth ∀i = 1, . . . , |N |

xit = {0, 1} ∀i = 1, . . . , |N |,∀t ∈ T (Ti).

where pit and wlit are the power and wirelength (including via
count) of tree t for net ni. For a given tree t, the knowledge of
its wiring segments on the routing grid over different metal layers
allows computing wlit as well as the area and fringe capacitances
which are required to compute pit, as explained in Section 2. In
addition, to compute pit, we also need the spacing of t with respect
to neighboring routes. We discuss calculation of the spacing later,
when we explain the specifics of our GR procedure in Section 5.2.

The objective of the PGR formulation is to minimize the total
power of the selected trees. The first set of equations enforces se-
lection of one tree for each net. The second set of equations ensures
that the selected trees of all the nets do not result in exceeding the
edge capacities ce. The third equation bounds the total wirelength
of selected trees by a user defined input WLth. Thereby, power
minimization can be done with respect to a tolerable degradation

factor compared to an initial wirelength-centric solution.
In this paper, we assume the set of candidate trees of the nets al-

lows a feasible solution for the PGR formulation. This is possible if
the initial wirelength-centric solutions are free of overflow as they
will be included in the set of candidate trees. Indeed, the existing
wirelength-centric procedures have shown to generate overflow-
free solutions for the majority of the ISPD benchmarks [1]. How-
ever, in case of overflow, our PGR procedure can be extended to
minimize overflow as another dimension.

The PGR formulation is in the form of the multi-dimensional
multiple-choice knapsack problem (MMKP) [7] which is in the
class of NP-complete problems. In [9], a Pareto-algebraic heuristic
is given to quickly solve MMKP instances with high quality. We
extend the procedure in [9] to generate a set of GR solutions trad-
ing off power and wirelength, while imposing the edge capacity and
wirelength constraints. We pick the solution with minimum power.

4. PARETO-ALGEBRAIC PROCEDURE
In a Pareto-algebraic description of (PGR), each candidate tree

of a net is represented in terms of a configuration of R + 2 dimen-
sions (d1, d2, . . . , dR+2), where R is the number of edges in the
routing grid-graph.
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s1: (1.5,6,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0)

s2: (2,8,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,2)

s3: (2,6,1,0,1,2,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1)

s4: (1.5,6,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1)

s5: (2.5,8,1,0,1,0,0,2,0,0,1,2,0,1)

s6: (2.5,8,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,2)

c31: (.5,2,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)

c32: (.5,2,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0)

c11: (1,4,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0)

c12: (1.5,4,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1)

c13: (1,4,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1)

c21: (.5,2,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)

c22: (1,4,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1) 1,3

Figure 3: Example of the Pareto-algebraic procedure.

The first dimension is the power corresponding to that tree, the
second dimension is its wirelength (including vias), and the remain-
ing R dimensions reflect the grid edge utilization. We denote the
jth configuration of net ni by ci,j . For example, in Figure 3 (left),
we have 3 configurations for n1 and 2 for n2. The two bold entries
for each configuration correspond to the power and wirelength, re-
spectively. The remaining entries have a 1 in a dimension if the
corresponding edge is utilized by that tree.

The set of candidate trees for a net ni thus composes its config-
uration set which we denote by Ci = {ci,1, ..., ci,|Ci|}. Configura-
tion ci,j is a Pareto point of set Ci iff it is not dominated in terms of
power and wirelength and edge utilizations by any other configura-
tion in Ci. Pareto algebra defines operations on configuration sets
in order to compute or reason about Pareto points [5].

We first discuss an overview of our procedure. We traverse the
nets once in a specific order (given in Section 5.1). At each step
of computation, we combine the configurations of the current net
with an existing configuration set corresponding to all the nets pro-
cessed in the previous steps. During each step we maintain a set
of options for all nets processed up-to that point, each option pro-
viding a different power-wirelength tradeoff. After each step, we
thus obtain a set of compound configurations denoted by S =
{s1, s2, ..., s|S|} where si is one compound configuration. Con-
ceptually, each combination of two configuration sets corresponds
to the Cartesian product of these sets. Each compound configu-
ration is represented by a tuple corresponding to the element-wise
addition of all tuples corresponding to the constituent net configu-
rations. Infeasible compound configurations violating the edge and
wirelength capacity constraints are removed. Configurations that
are dominated in terms of power and wirelength and edge utiliza-
tion are also removed, i.e., only Pareto points are kept.

Fig. 3 shows a small example of nets 1, 2, 3 on a 2x2 grid. In
the first step, net 1 (with 3 configurations) and net 2 (with 2 con-
figurations) are combined. Among the 6 compound configurations,
s2 is dominated by s1 and removed. Net 3 with 2 configurations is
then combined with the configuration set representing nets 1 and 2.
The last step then removes 3 configurations from the 10 resulting
ones (where 1 compound configuration is dominated and 2 others
are infeasible due to violating the presumed edge capacity of 2).

Algorithm 1 gives the details of our procedure, using Pareto-
algebraic concepts and tailoring the technique of [9] to solve the
PGR formulation. For each net, we require an initial configura-
tion set Ci = {ci,1, . . . , ci,minit

| 1 ≤ i ≤ |N |}. These are
wirelength-optimized configurations. One initial configuration suf-
fices, but multiple solutions could for example be obtained by run-
ning multiple routing tools (possibly in parallel), or by (simultane-
ously) running the same tool in different modes.



Algorithm 1 Pareto-algebraic heuristic for PGR

1: PGR(Ci (∀ni ∈ N ), cE , α, L, WLth)
2: s1 = C1 = {ci,1, ..., ci,minit

}; S = {s1}
3: for all net ni i = 2 to |N | do

4: Stmp = ∅
5: mmax = |Ci| = minit

6: for all sj ∈ S do

7: for all l = 1 to minit do
8: mmax++
9: ci,mmax = dynamic-config-generate(α, ci,l, sj , ck(>i),1)

10: end for

11: for all l = 1 to mmax do

12: if constrain(sj , ci,l, ck(>i),1, cE , WLth) then

13: Stmp = sum(sj , ci,l) ∪ Stmp

14: min(Stmp)
15: end if

16: end for

17: end for
18: S = Stmp

19: if |S| > L then

20: reduce(S) // Sec. 5.3

21: end if
22: end for

23: Post-processing();

In addition, we take as input the edge capacity and activity vec-
tors cE and α for the edges and nets, respectively, and two user-
defined parameters L and WLth. The former controls the running
time of the algorithm (as explained below) while the latter defines
the wirelength threshold. The set of compound configurations S is
initially set to C1 for net n1 (line 2). The remaining nets are then
traversed once. For each net ni, we consider each sj ∈ S reflect-
ing the combinations of processed nets n1 to ni−1 with the con-
figurations of ni. Before the combination process, we dynamically
generate additional configurations for ni to provide a tradeoff be-
tween the wirelength and power options of ni (lines 7 to 9). More
specifically, for each sj we add one new configuration for each of
the initial configurations ci,1 to ci,minit

. Parameter mmax reflects
the number of configurations of ni during dynamic tree generation.

For dynamic tree generation we rely on the specifics of the rout-
ing state imposed by compound configuration sj (for n1 to ni−1)
and configuration ck(>i),1 (for remaining nets k > i). Note, since
each net nk>i is not yet routed, we estimate its configuration as
ck,1. We assume ck,1 is a wirelength-optimized configuration. We
note our final solution is evaluated without any estimation. Dy-
namic tree generation also uses the vector of activity factors α.

Next, we traverse all the mmax configurations of net ni. We
combine each configuration ci,l with sj (lines 11 to 15). Within the
combination process, we first check for feasibility in terms of sat-
isfaction of the edge capacities and the wirelength constraint (line
12). For the capacity constraint, we check the provided edge ca-
pacities cE against a utilization, obtained from sj (for n1 to ni−1),
ci,l (for ni), and ck(>i),1 (configuration estimates for all nk>i).
Specifically, the corresponding edge elements are added in the con-
sidered configurations. Feasibility is then checked for each ele-
ment. For the wirelength constraint, we compare the summation of
wirelength elements in sj and ci,l against WLth.

If the result is feasible, the combination process continues by
adding the power and wirelength entries of sj and ci,l via a sum

operation. The result is added to the set Stmp reflecting the state
of combinations between net ni configurations and the sjs. Next,
the Pareto-algebraic min operation is applied to Stmp to extract the
Pareto points.

Algorithm 2 Net ordering procedure

1: NETORDERING(C = {ci,1 | ni ∈ N}, N , E)
2: Norder = ∅; Ecandid = E
3: while |Norder| 6= |N | do

4: ecrit=arg max∀e∈Ecandid
(ue computed based on C)

5: Ncrit= {ni ∈ N| ecrit included in ci,1}.
6: Norder = Norder ◦ sort-decreasing-wirelength(Ncrit )
7: Ecandid = Ecandid − ecrit

8: end while

The process repeats to combine the next configuration sj+1 with
ni. When all sjs are combined with the configurations of ni, set S
is updated to Stmp and net ni+1 is processed.

The above procedure is intractable, as the size of S can become
very large. To speed up the computation, we check if the size of
S becomes larger than the user-defined threshold parameter L. We
prune some of the configurations and keep only L configurations
(lines 19 to 21). We tailor the reduction heuristic of [9] for our
problem to identify the L configurations which can provide a good
tradeoff between power and wirelength. We explain this step in
Section 5.3. We then pick the minimum power solution to obtain
one route for each net.

In the end, we apply a post-processing step in which we traverse
the nets once again (See section 5.1 for the traverse order). We
consider the candidate routes stored for each net. If a net has a route
that can further improve the power and it does not cause overflow of
routing resources and exceed the wirelength threshold, we update
the route of the net.

5. MORE DETAILS ON OUR PROCEDURE

5.1 Net Ordering
Our Pareto-algebraic procedure relies on an ordering of the nets

for their processing. Our experience for GR is that the ordering
can highly impact the quality of the final solution. A good ordering
is one which can identify and prune the infeasible and dominated
solutions early in the combination steps. Otherwise, the number
of Pareto points will quickly reach the threshold and the reduction
step needs to be often applied to remove some of the Pareto points.

A good ordering can be achieved by looking at congested areas
first. The routing grid edges are utilized close to their capacities
in these areas, and it will be more likely to detect and remove in-
feasible and dominated configurations. In addition, the congested
areas include many more nets and thereby contribute more to over-
all power.

Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code of our ordering procedure.
We start from the areas that are highly congested based on estima-
tion of edge utilization using the first (wirelength-optimized) con-
figuration for each net (i.e., ci,1 for ni). We keep updating the
ordered subset of nets Norder ⊆ N until |Norder| = |N | (line
3). We first identify a critical edge ecrit ∈ Ecandid with highest
utilization ue, where Ecandid = E at the beginning (line 2). The
utilization ue is determined by counting the number of configura-
tions ci,1 which include e (line 4).

Next, we form the subset Ncrit ⊆ N of critical nets where
ni ∈ Ncrit if ci,1 includes ecrit (line 5). The configurations of
these routes include ecrit and are more likely to result in pruning.
We then sort the subset Ncrit according to decreasing order of the
wirelength of the nets, with wirelength approximated using ci,1 for
all ni ∈ Ncrit (line 6). The sorted subset is then concatenated to
the end of the existing Norder (in line 6 where concatenation is de-
noted by the ◦ symbol). Finally, we update the set Ecandid to find
the next ecrit while excluding the previous ecrit identified from the
previous iteration.
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Figure 4: Generating power-optimized trees.

5.2 Dynamic Tree Generation
As stated in Algorithm 1, line 9, we are given a base set of con-

figurations for all the nets which are sj (for n1 to ni−1), ci,l (for
ni), and ck(>i),1 (for remaining nets). We can therefore derive a
Steiner tree tl from the given configurations for each net nl (l = 1
to |N |). We are also given the activity factor vector α. We have a
target net ni with the base tree ti obtained from its configuration
ci,l. Our goal is to generate a new route for ni with less power.

We elaborate our procedure with the example of Fig. 4. On the
left, we draw the tree ti for target net i on the routing grid-graph.
The power of tree ti can be expressed as summation of power val-
ues of its edges. So we assign a weight to each edge on the grid
reflecting the power of that edge and reroute ti using this weighted
graph for less power to obtain a better tree. We estimate the weight
of edge ej as follow:

wj =
∑

∀nl,ej∈tl

αlC
unit
j (4)

where αl is the switching activity of net nl with tl containing ej ,
and Cunit

j is the unit capacitance corresponding to ej . Recall from

Eq. 3 that Cunit
j depends on the metal layer, size and spacing of

the wire segments on edge ej . The metal layer and size are known
for ej on the grid graph. We determine the spacing based on an
estimate of the utilization of ej by counting the number of trees tl

which includes ej . For a utilization of uej
, we determine the spac-

ing to allow maximum distance between the wires on ej to obtain
the smallest coupling capacitance. In defining the weights we dis-
regard the contribution of supply, frequency and sink capacitances
as they don’t impact the outcome of power minimization.

To obtain a power-efficient tree, we reroute different branches
of ti on the weighted grid-graph. For a given tree, we first iden-
tify for each terminal a branch which connects it to the first Steiner
point on the tree. For example, in Fig. 4, we identify the branch
connecting terminal r to Steiner point s. For each branch, we cal-
culate a power value as summation of its edge weights. We sort the
branches according to their power values and reroute each branch
for less power but more wirelength. This is done by applying a
shortest-path algorithm on the weighted grid-graph between the ter-
minal and the tree backbone (i.e., any point on the remainder of the
tree). For example in Fig. 4, we show the rerouted branch with
dashed lines which now passes from edges with lower weights.

5.3 The Reduce Procedure
If the size of compound configuration set S exceeds the user-

defined parameter L, we apply a procedure to drop some of the
Pareto-points. First, we project the compound configuration set
into a 2-dimensional power versus wirelength space. Figure 5 shows
a snapshot of the projected compound set S after processing 150K
nets in benchmark adaptec1. Then the Pareto-algebraic min op-
eration is performed to determine Pareto points (blue configura-
tions in Fig. 5). If the number of Pareto points is still larger than L,
we filter out L Pareto points from this set. We sort the configura-
tions according to the weights poweri × wirelengthi and select L

configurations by uniformly sampling their weights.
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Figure 5: Reduce after processing 150K nets in adaptec1.

Table 1: Benchmark information
Benchmark # Nets Grid # Layers V.cap H.cap

adaptec1 176715 324x324 6 70 70
adaptec2 207972 424x424 6 80 80
adaptec3 368494 774x779 6 62 62
adaptec4 401060 774x779 6 62 62
adaptec5 548073 465x468 6 110 110
newblue1 270713 399x399 6 62 62
newblue2 373790 557x463 6 110 110

This procedure allows a uniform sampling of the 2-dimensional
wirelength-power space and provides the highest possible flexibil-
ity in selecting promising routing solutions. For more details, see
[9], which justifies the procedure. The red Pareto configurations in
Fig. 5 are the selected points for L = 4.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS
We implemented our Pareto-algebraic procedure using C++. We

applied a subset of the ISPD 2008 benchmark suites [1] for which
overflow-free solutions are available. Table 1 provides information
about the benchmarks, including number of nets, grid granularity,
number of metal layers, and vertical and horizontal edge capaci-
ties. We used the NANGATE 45nm technology open cell library
[2]. It contains a lookup table for determining the area, fringe and
coupling capacitance as a function of wire size and spacing as we
explained in Section 2. We assumed (one) minimum wire size op-
tion given in the library for each metal layer. We randomly selected
the activity factors of each net using a uniform distribution.

We considered the following 3 variants of our procedure:

1. VER1: We consider the wirelength-optimized solutions of
3 state of the art routing tools (NTHU-R 2.0 [3], FGR [8],
and FastRoute 4.0 [11]) to provide 3 initial configurations
for each net. The solutions were obtained from the authors
and verified. Even though the total wirelength of these so-
lutions does not significantly vary for the benchmarks, the 3
configuration trees for each net are very different. We skip
dynamic tree generation in this variant of our algorithm.

2. VER2: We consider only one initial wirelength-optimized
solution from NTHU-R [3] which had the smallest wirelength,
and apply dynamic tree generation according to Algorithm 1.
To bound the runtime, we only generate routes for the last
50K nets which are processed in each benchmark.

3. VER3: We combine the above variants by considering three
initial configurations of the mentioned tools and apply dy-
namic tree generation. Again, to bound the runtime, we only
generate routes for the last 50K nets which are processed.

In our procedure we set the tolerable wirelength degradation fac-
tor to 3% in reference to the wirelength of NTHU-R which is the
smallest of the three considered tools for these benchmarks. We
assume L = 4 due to memory restrictions, as all our experiments
ran on machines with only 2GB memory.

Table 2 reports our results. First, for each of the considered rout-
ing tools, we report the wirelength (WL) and power (P) of their
corresponding solutions. The wirelength is scaled to 105. Power
is expressed in terms of switching capacitance (activity factor× ca-
pacitance). The unit of power is pF. We also report the runtimes of
our procedures in minutes.



Table 2: Power, wirelength and runtime comparison.
Benchmark NTHU-R[3] FGR[8] FastRoute[11] VER1 VER2(50K) VER3

P WL P WL P WL P(%) WL(%) TIME P(%) WL(%) TIME P(%) WL(%) TIME

Adaptec1 475.56 53.44 539.07 53.63 499.82 54.59 7.7 -0.5 2.1 5.1 -1.6 11.3 11.4 -2.9 16.8
Adaptec2 372.13 52.29 462.81 52.60 384.81 52.76 18.3 -1.1 5.7 13.6 -2.7 6.2 24.6 -3.0 12.8
Adaptec3 1085.62 131.01 1267.9 131.65 1093.27 132.13 11 -0.5 9.5 7.8 -0.9 22.9 13.5 -2.9 35.1
Adaptec4 799.37 121.69 1056.70 120.77 805.22 122.48 20.7 -0.8 12.3 13.4 -1.8 15.1 25.1 -2.3 22.1
Adaptec5 1279.87 155.38 1525.02 156.34 1388.32 158.65 14 -0.8 15.4 9.8 -1.4 10.4 17.2 -2.0 16.6
Newblue1 303.49 46.53 371.98 46.75 332.19 46.88 14.8 -1.1 5.0 7.1 -2.0 2.8 19.5 -3.0 6.8
Newblue2 446.07 75.70 576.44 75.28 441.45 76.36 25.9 -1.8 5.1 10.2 -2.7 3.1 28.5 -3.0 6.5

Average 16.1 -0.9 7.8 9.6 -2.6 10.2 19.9 -2.7 16.67
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Figure 6: Tradeoff curve for newblue2.

Table 1 shows that by just combining the 3 initial configura-
tions without on-the-fly tree generation (VER1), we can obtain on
average 16.1% signal power improvement with only 0.9% wire-
length degradation. The average runtime is 7.8 minutes which is
extremely fast compared to current routing procedures. If only con-
sidering on-the-fly route generation for the last 50K nets (VER2),
we also obtain on average 9.6% power improvement with only
2.6% wirelength degradation and on average 10.2 minutes of run-
time. Finally, when combining the two cases, we obtain the maxi-
mum power saving of 19.9% improvement with average wirelength
degradation of 2.7%. Runtime on average increases by 7 minutes.

It is interesting to see if a more relaxed constraint for wirelength
degradation and a flexible runtime bound are considered, how much
gain our framework is able to provide in terms of signal power sav-
ing. We conduct another experiment in which we generate new
routes for the last 100K nets and allow 5% wirelength degrada-
tion in reference to the wirelength of NTHU-R. Table 3 reports the
new results. As can be seen, 2% increase in the tolerable wire-
length degradation can provide 6.5% additional improvement in
signal power saving when compared to case VER2(50K). This is
provided at the expense of on average 10 minutes more run time.

An important strength of our framework is the possibility to pro-
vide routing solutions that are optimized both for signal power
as well as wirelength (scaled to 105). Consider the Pareto curve
of Fig. 6. We plot the information for final solutions of bench-
mark newblue2. The solutions are represented as Pareto points
in a 2-dimensional space (wirelength vs. power). Our framework
was able to generate five different routing solutions for this bench-
mark, each of which is better than the others in at least one as-
pect (wirelength or signal power). We also plot the information
for the NTHU-R solution of the same benchmark (the red circle
in Fig. 6). The solution points are categorized into three different
groups. Some Pareto points are the routing solutions that encom-
pass a smaller wirelength, when compared to NTHU-R solution,
but a larger signal power. Some others represent routing solutions
with less signal power but more wirelength than NTHU-R solution.
The points in the third group are corresponding to routing solutions
that are optimized for both signal power and wirelength. So we are

able to improve both power and wirelength. Note that our frame-
work will never generate solutions that are worse than the input
solution in the two aspects. This provides a facility to apply any
cost function after the computation and select a routing solution
that is more appropriate for specific types of applications.

Table 3: Result for 5% tolerable wirelength degradation.
Benchmark NTHU-R[3] VER2(100K)

P WL P(%) WL(%) TIME

Adaptec1 475.56 53.44 10.3 -4.0 28.5
Adaptec2 372.13 52.29 18.1 -4.9 17.1
Adaptec3 1085.62 131.01 7.5 -1.9 65.4
Adaptec4 799.37 121.69 13.1 -3.0 47.1
Adaptec5 1279.87 155.38 14.7 -1.8 24.5
Newblue1 303.49 46.53 15.5 -4.8 7.5
Newblue2 446.07 75.70 16.9 -4.6 13.7

Average 13.7 -3.6 29.2

7. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a fast Pareto-algebraic global routing procedure that

can significantly improve the signal power. Our model of the sig-
nal power includes layer- and size-dependent area and fringe ca-
pacitances as well as the coupling capacitance between the wires.
Power improvement is achieved by using one or more initially-
provided wirelength-optimized routing solutions and by detouring
some branches of the provided routes. We also proposed a tech-
nique for on-the-fly generation of power-efficient routes within our
framework. Our procedure maintains the feasibility of the rout-
ing solution in terms of not generating any overflow, and ensures
the overall wirelength degradation is not beyond a user-defined pa-
rameter, with respect to an initially provided wirelength-optimized
solution. In our simulations for the ISPD 2008 benchmarks with
machines of only 2GB memory, we show that, with at most 3%
tolerable degradation in wirelength, we obtain an average of 19.9%
power improvement, when combining the solutions of three state
of the art global routing tools with our on-the-fly route generation.
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